TO: ALL OFFERRS

FROM: Craig Rhoads
Environmental Program Manager II

SUBJECT: ADDENDUM TO INVITATION TO BID - CONTRACT NO. NAT 18-001_CLAYTARGET Clay Targets

ADDENDUM #2

This addendum answers the questions received below.

1) “How many Standard 108mm Orange Pitch Targets are there per case?”

   Response: A standard case of 108mm targets contains 135 targets per case.

2) “What is the quantity (pieces and cases) of 108mm Orange Rabbit Targets?”

   Response: There is no set quantity for this item. Cases of 108mm Orange Rabbit Targets contain 117 targets/case. Annual usage averages 1-2 pallets per year.

3) “What is the material?”

   Response: Standard targets are made up of pulverized limestone bound together with a petroleum based pitch.

4) “Could you please offer us the last awarded price?”

   Response: The last contract awarded prices were $8.71/case for Standard 108mm Orange Pitch Targets and $9.31/case for 108mm Orange Rabbit Targets.

5) “Please confirm full delivery address for the bid.”

   Response: The delivery address is Ommelanden Hunter Education Training Center, 1205 River Road, New Castle, DE 19720

6) “Do you know if they have equipment to unload the truck?”

   Response: Yes, a forklift will be onsite to unload the truck however there is no loading ramp so delivery driver will need means of moving pallets to rear of truck to be unloaded.
All other terms and conditions remain the same.

If you have any questions, please contact me at 302-739-9912 or craig.rhoads@state.de.us.